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A formal theory of nuclear reactions is developed which is more adequate for treating nuclear
problems than the Wigner R-matrix theory. The approximate orthogonality between the wave
functions of the compound nucleus and the unexcited ground state functions is used to separate
the compound nucleus resonances. The theoretical treatment leads to specific dispersion
formulas which take into account the overlapping levels and the interaction between the particles and the optical potential of the nucleus.

l.

A large number of articles have appeared reaccount the optical interaction and the amplitudes
depending only on the level. The dispersion forcently in which it is attempted to describe, within
the framework of a single mathematical scheme,
mula (22) describing the compound nucleus resonuclear reactions involving the production of a
nances is found for the energy region in which the
influences of the optical interaction and nuclear
compound nucleus, direct nuclear reactions, and
optical scattering. Previously, 1• 2 we developed a
reaction thresholds are important. In Sec. 6, the
variant of a formal theory in which the compound
general formula is applied to the special case in
which only one of the compound nucleus levels
nucleus resonances were isolated by separation
of the polar part of the wave function and the S
makes an essential contribution.
2. It is known that optical interactions and
matrix for complex energies.
direct nuclear reactions take place without a reIt turned out that such a method separates corarrangement of the internal structure of the nurectly only those levels whose width is considercleus. In contrast to these processes, the producably less than the distance to the nearest threshold
tion of a compound nucleus is accompanied by the
of a nuclear reaction. Undoubtedly, the approach
transfer of excitation to all or, at least, several
suggested by Feshbach 3 is more successful. Feshbach's formalism, however, does not describe nunucleons. The physical difference between these
clear collisions accompanied by a redistribution of
states requires that the wave functions of the comthe particles (nuclear reactions in a narrow sense) pound nucleus be (at least, approximately) orMoreover, the dispersion formulas obtained by
thogonal to the wave functions of the channels open
Feshbach were left in very general form, and their
at medium energies. It is convenient to introduce
numerical criteria which make it possible to conapplication was not discussed. Feshbach' s theory
sider the accuracy to which this orthogonality is
is improved and developed in the present article
fulfilled.
as regards these two aspects.
It is shown in Sec. 2 that the smallness of the
Let XA. denote the wave function of a compound
parameter (1) (see below) suggested by us 1 makes
nucleus and c 1, ••• , cp the indices for the channels
it possible to establish the property of approximate open at medium energies. We shall consider the
orthogonality of the wave functions of the compound ratio TJ of the mean square of the wave function of
the compound nucleus on parts of the hypersurface
nucleus to the functions of the reaction channels.
corresponding to channels c 1, ••• , cp which can
This property permits the extension of the procedbe
open at medium energies to the mean over the
w.re suggested by Feshbach for the separation of
volume. This ratio can be written in the form
compound nucleus resonances to nuclear reactions
accompanied by a redistribution of particles (Sees.
3 and 4).
It is suggested in Sec. 5 that direct nuclear in(1)
teractions play a minor role, and that the optical
potential is energy independent. Under these assumptions, the resonance half-widths split into the
products of the penetration factors, which take into Here T is that part of configuration space in which
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the nucleus is situated, R is the radius of the nucleus in channel c. The integrals over the internal
variable < c I XA. > taken for r = R are related to
the amplitudes of the reduced half-widths YA.c· The
energy ER, which is equal to ti 2/2mR, varies from
0.1 to 1 Mev for different nuclei.
It was shown by the present author 1 that the parameter 7J is the ratio of the mean time of free
flight of the particles from the space in which the
unstable compound nucleus is situated to the lifetime of the compound nucleus. We now note that
at the same time, relation (1) indicates what part
of the wave function XA. lies in the functional subspace which is filled by the wave functions of the
channels. The smallness of 1J means that, in a
first approximation, the subspace P of the wave
functions c 1, ••• , cp is orthogonal to the subspace
{ x2 } of the wave functions describing the states
of the compound nucleus. The property of approximate orthogonality of the functions I c > and XA.
permits us to exclude formally the intermediate
nucleus states and introduce an effective interaction whose smooth part describes the direct and
optical processes.
3. We denote by P and P 1 the projection operators in subspace P and in subspace P 1 complementary to it; P 1 is equal to 1 - P, where by
the symbol 1 we have in mind the entire configuration space of the coordinates of the nucleons of
the system. Schrodinger's equation with infinitesimal imaginary additional terms which automatically separate the outgoing wave solution at infinity
has the form
(£ -

H

+ ie) 'ljl<+) =

iEijJ.

(2)

Here cp is the incident plane wave, ¢<+> is the solution, and E - + 0.
For brevity, we introduce the notation:

r

=

(3)

f+ = PHP..L,

P1_HP,

The projections of Eq. (2) in the subspaces P and
P 1 have the form
(E- PHP

+ ie) P'ljl<+> =

ieqJ

+ f+'ljl<+l,
(4)

from which we obtain the equation in subspace P
equivalent to (2):
(£ -

Hp

+ ie) P'¢<+~ =

iEijJ,

(5)

where the "effective Hamiltonian" is
(6)

The subscript 1 after the parenthesis in (6) denotes
that the inverse operator acts in the complementary

space. The quantity iE is omitted, since the operator H1 has only discrete, real eigenvalues in the
energy region under consideration.
The eigenfunctions of H1 describe stationary
states of the compound nucleus whose decay is
artificially forbidden. The part PHP of the total
Hamiltonian Hp corresponds to processes not
connected with the rearrangement of the internal
structure of the nucleus and which occur within a
relatively small time interval. The second term
of the right-hand part of (6) describes the production and decay of the compound system. We denote by XA. the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
H1 corresponding to the eigenvalue EA.. In the
medium energy region, the operator H1 does not
have a continuous spectrum; therefore the energy
EA. is real and the wave functions XA. satisfy the
generalized condition of realness:
(7)

where 0 is the time-reversal operator (spin
matrix) and M is the quantum number characterizing the projection of the total angular momentum
J. The minus sign in the parenthesis following
XA. denotes that the projection of the total angular
momentum in the state XA. (- M) has the opposite
sign.
We write the Green's function in relation (6) in
the form of a spectral expansion
(E ~ H )-1 = "V l X1c>
..L..L

~

A

<x), I

E-E

A

'

(8)

in which case the effective Hamiltonian takes the
form
(9)
It is clear that all difficulties connected with the
singularities in the behavior close to the thresholds
do not involve Hp. The expansion (9) is fundamental to the present theory. Further transformations
are of a formal character, and, in many ways, are
analogous to those presented by Lane and Thomas. 5
4. Let 1/J~+> denote the solution of Schrodinger' s
equation (5) in which the Hamiltonian Hp is replaced by the resonanceless operator H~. Let H
= H0 + V, H~ = H0 + V0, where H0 is the Hamiltonian of free motion described by the wave functions
cp, while V and V0 are interaction operators in
the corresponding channels. It is known4 that the
amplitude for transition from the state cp into
some other state cp' is expressed by a matrix
element of the form < cp' IV' I¢<+>>. Using Eq.
(2) for the functions ¢<+> and 1/J~+>, we find, after
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simple algebraic transformations (similar to
those given by Feshbach 3 ):
<ql' IV' I 'IJl<+)>

+~

=

<cp' 1 vo' 1'IJlr)>.

<1Jl~-)' I r+ I x,>

),

<x1- I r IIJl<+)>

(10)

E-£1-

The first term of the right-hand part of (10) gives
the amplitude of optical scattering and of the direct
processes.
The matrix element for transition into the state
1/J~->' is a smooth function of the energy, the matrix
element for transition into the state 1/J<+> can be
expressed in terms of quantities that are smooth
functions of the energy by means of the following
system of equations:

f~!"

Up.J-

(£-£') -K l<x),lfiiJl<+)>

1-

p.J-

E - EJ-

= <"'"'~'-'lrl 'IJlo<+ ),

(11)

where

Feshbach assumed that, in first approximation, the
matrix element for transition to the state 1/J~->' and
the quantity KJ.tA. do not depend on the energy. This
enables one to construct readily the solution (11)
by means of an expansion in eigenvectors of a homogeneous equation. Of course, it is assume here that
1/J~-> and KJ.tA. vary little over energy intervals of the
order of the width of the compound nucleus levels.
If the levels overlap with the nuclear reaction
thresholds, this method of treatment is known to
be inapplicable.
In Eq. (11), it is easy to go over to the matrix
elements of the S matrix. To do this, it is sufficient to use the formulas given in the appendix to
reference 1. In place of the functions ¢<+> and 1/J~+>,
we use the functions u~±) and u~(±) describing the
motion with the initial quantum numbers aslJM.
Schrodinger's equation for the functions u~<±) has
the form
(E -

H~) u~<±) =

0,

(13)

where in the external region, in which there is no
interaction,

(14)
Here, the functions Ic and Oc are the same as
those given by Lane and Thomas. 5 The matrix
element s~cfc describes processes occurring without the formation of a compound nucleus.
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5. We shall consider in detail the low-energy
case, where the kinetic energy of the incident (or
emitted) particles does not exceed 5 - 10 Mev.
At these energies, the optical potential has only
a real part, and the direct nuclear processes do
not play an important role. It will be assumed
that the Hamiltonian H~ and the wave functions
1/J~±) describe scattering on an optical potential.
In the approximation Ekin ::s 40 Mev, the behavior of the optical wave functions inside the
potential well does not depend on the energy, and
the functions ug<±) split into the product of two
factors, one of which depends only on the energy
(normalizing factor ) and the other, only on the
coordinates. We can then write
u~(-)*

=

kc (E) gc (r) (c I· (15)

These relations do not hold close to the boundary
of the potential well, and therefore the coefficients
kc (E) cannot be found directly from the boundary
conditions. We differentiate Schrodinger's equation for the function u~<+> with respect to the energy and write the conjugate equation for u~<->*:
(E- H~) auo<±~;aE
(E -

+ (1 -

8V0 /8E) u~<+) = 0,

Hrt) u~<-)* = 0.

(16)

Here V0 is the optical potential in the channel c.
We multiply these equations by ug<->* and ug<+>
respectively, subtract one from the other, and
integrate over the internal part of the potential
well. We now apply Green's theorem and, using
the boundary conditions (14) for the functions
ug<±), we obtain
R.

l(u~<-)
~

l(t-

aavE")/ uo<+))=2nPQ2 aL~;aE . (17)
c

c c (L~ -

Lc)2

0

Here Lc denotes, as usual, the logarithmic derivative of the function 0 taken at the point ·R and
multiplied by R; similarly, Lg denotes the logarithmic derivative of the optical wave functions
ug<+> for r = R, multiplied by R. The quantities
P c and ~c are defined in the review article of
Lane and Thomas. 5
At small energies, it can be assumed that the
optical potential does not depend on the energy,
and the derivative in the left-hand pa.st of (17) can
be dropped. We normalize the real functions gc( r)
to unity, so that the right-hand part of (17) is equal
to [ kc ( E ) ]2 • For convenience of notation, we intraduce the energy-independent amplitudes bA.c:
bAc = ER.'1' <xA I r Icgc> = E;_;, <cgc I r+ I 'X A).

(18)

From relation (7) for x~ and from similar relations for the functions I c > resulting from the
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properties of the time-reversal operator, it follows that bA.c is real.
We note that the logarithmic derivative L~ in
the minus first degree is an R function (for the
definition and properties of R functions, see Lane
and Thomas, 5 p. 272). This means, in particular,
that the quantity 8L~ /BE is always less than zero.
We introduce the auxiliary quantity y~

It is readily shown that
p

K:,).

=-

~Acb,,cb).c-

(26)

As a matter of fact, both parts of relation (26) represent functions which are analytical in the principal plane. The imaginary parts of (26) coincide,
since Im Ae is equal to II 0 • As E - oo, the expression for KJ..IA in (12) tends to zero as does
(19)
the quantity A0 • At points for which sgpt tends
to infinity, both parts have poles, but the values
whose physical sense will be explained below. It
at the poles coincide.
can be shown that the quantity y~ weakly depends
Far away from the optical resonances I L~ I
on the energy; the characteristic interval over
» 1, n~ goes over into ilc, the product II~ 2 bA,c
which y~ changes is equal in order of magnitude
goes over into P~ 2 YA.c• where YA.c = ER_1/ 2 bA.c I
to ER.
y~ I L~ - Lc I, and we obtain the same results as
We define the positive penetration factors
in R-matrix theory.
(20)
The optical resonances usually lie sufficiently
far away from one another and it is necessary to
and the matrix U~ whose square gives the diagonal
take into account only one resonance. For the
of the S matrix for optical scattering. From the
resonance energy Er, the logarithmic derivative
adjointness conditions at the boundary we readily
L~ vanishes. Close to the resonance, we expand
find
L~ in powers of the difference E- Er. Substitu(Q~) 1 = S~pt = Q~ (L~ -L:) I (L~ -Lc).
(21) tion of the expansion into (21) leads to the usual
The dispersion expansion (10) taking into account formula for the optical resonance with the width
r~ equal to 2P 0 (y~) 2 • It is seen that the square
resonances of the compound nucleus and optical
of
y~ has the sense of a reduced width of optical
processes takes the form
resonance. The quantity Ac and the penetration
"
('opt - 2.t .LJ
"' QOc'n'''b
(22)
S Jc'c = Uc'cUc
c' Ac' Qoll'/a
c c Xt,c•
factor lie take the form
A

The energy dependence of the resonance is contained in the quantities xA.c for which the equation
~ [{Jp.A (£- EA) -l(p.A] X!-c = bp.c

(27)

(23)

A

is valid.
It is seen that the contribution of one resonance
in (22) does not satisfy the reciprocity theorem.
The coefficients KJ..IA in (23) are determined by (12).
The imaginary part of KJ..IA contains a o function
of the energy and is readily expressed by the quantities lie and bA.c· From the completeness relation for the functions u~<+>, we find

5(£-H~) = - 2

!/i ~I u~<+>><u~<+> J,
c

Im Kp.1..

= -

~ IIcbp.cbi.c·

(24)

c

=

(ER I (y~)2) (L~- Lcr 1 .

p

~;.

(25)

=-

~· ReAcbL

(28)

where the summation in the expression for r~ is
carried out only over the open channels. It is clear
that these quantities vary little close to the threshold. The dispersion formula takes on the form
J

The summation in (24) includes only channels
open at a given energy.
In order to find also the real part of KJ..!A.• we
employ the analytical character of the dependence
of the quantity Ac on the energy. Let
Ac

6. We consider the special case in which one of
the compound nucleus levels lies close to the
threshold in channel c'. Let the width r~ and the
shift 6~ contain no contribution from channel c':

Sc"c

=

opt

{Jc"cSc

-

.
2t

Q~,n[;b'-c"Q~0~'b 1.c
E- E 1..-

,

!',. 1•

,

+if 1.12

+ "\·b~.c·

(29)

The reaction cross section in the region below
the threshold of channel c' displays an interesting
behavior. If the optical interaction is of such a
type that capture on a single-particle level is possible, then, at an energy corresponding to the bind-
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ing energy, the quantity Ac' in the denominator has
a pole and the reaction cross section ac" c vanishes.
In conclusion, I wish to thank Professor A. S.
Davydov for his attention to this work.
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